
GEOFONDA reliable, 
user-friendly 
tool, according  
to Eurocodes

Shallow and deep foundations design

Calculation of settlements under embankments

A design According to eurocodes

Shallow foundations

Deep foundations: piles, pile groups, rigid 
inclusions and ballast piers

Simple and complex embankments

An eAsy And rel iAble 
AnAlys is

Foundations: bearing capacities and 
settlements

Embankments: punching failure 
safety factors and oedometric 
and elastic settlements under 
embankments

AdApted cAlcul At ion tools
Consideration of a wide range of tests: pressuremeter, oedometer, 
penetrometer, laboratory tests

Various design methods: Schmertmann, Meyerhof, Burland…

Choice of French standards: NF P 94-261 (shallow foundations) 
and NF P 94-262 (deep foundations), DTU, Fascicule 62-Chapter V

AdvAnced AnAlys is opt ions

Piles under horizontal charges

Group of piles design, considering torsion 
in the head of distribution structure

Calculation of negative skin friction: 
fascicule 62 and norm NF P 94-262

Verification of concrete efforts

Source : Vinci



optimizAt ion modules

Deterministic calculation with an analysis variable choice: Influence of 
foundation dimensions on bearing capacities, or influence of charges on 
settlements

Probabilistic calculation with consideration of incertitude

complex embAnkment design

bAll Ast p iers And rig id inclusions design

Determination of the bearing capacity according to COPREC-
SOFFONS recommendations

Stresses verificarion according to PRIEBE and FHWA methods 
(Federal Highway Administration - USA) 

Finite or infinite embankments

Elastic and oedometric settlements on different 
time lapses

Consideration of non-symmetric geometries and 
berms

Graphic display of settlements isovalues

Stresses and settlements variation curves, 
depending on the depth

pile group module
Pile and footing  displacements

Efforts, moments and maximal 
displacements in each pile

Tridimensional display of pile groups
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